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Abstract More and more connected systems are entering
the social and shared home environment. Interaction with
these systems is often rather individual and based on per-
sonal preferences, leading to conflicts in multi-user situa-
tions. In this paper, we aim to develop a perspective on
how to design for multi-user interaction with connected
lighting systems, based on a better understanding of real-
life interpersonal lighting conflicts. In order to understand
everyday lighting conflicts, including their causes and
resolution strategies, we present two studies. First, we
observe real-life lighting conflicts between couples living
in single-room apartments. Using probes for data gathering
followed by dyadic interviews, we identify the role of
agreements on use in conflicts and we identify different
types of conflicts (preference, activity, and attitude con-
flicts). Next, we take a more disruptive approach based on
technology probes, where we provoke lighting conflicts in
family living rooms to observe resolution strategies. We
find that people try to avoid conflicts at all costs. If there is
a risk that others are negatively affected by an adjustment,
people rather not interact with the system at all. Based on
these insights, we defined a perspective on designing for
multi-user interaction that provides the user with the con-
fidence that interactions are socially accepted. This
assurance can be given by presenting the user with infor-
mation leading to awareness about the acceptance of a
lighting change by the other users. We advise on what
information can be visualized, based on the three conflict
types we observed in the study. The combination of a
deeper understanding of conflicts and a perspective on
multi-user interface design can serve as a starting point to
design better multi-user interfaces for domestic connected
systems.
Keywords Multi-user interaction  Interaction design 
Lighting conflicts  Conflict resolution  Connected lighting
systems  Home environment  Internet of things  Smart
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1 Introduction
Enabled by developments like Internet of Things, con-
nected systems are increasingly appearing in the home
environment. Recent examples include wireless speakers
[1, 2], home security systems [3], smart thermostats [4],
and networked lighting systems [3, 5, 6]. These systems are
characterized by their ability to connect different devices
and information sources (such as sensors or databases
storing personal preferences and use patterns) to provide
more dynamic and customized services. While alternative
interaction styles are being developed (e.g., [7, 8]), cur-
rently, most interaction with these connected systems is
through mobile phones applications. Mobile phones, with
their computing power, mobility, and omnipresence, offer a
highly advanced and available platform for interaction
designers. But the use of, e.g., sensor data, customized
interfaces, and individual presets or playlists makes the
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social environment, inhabited by families, roommates, or
couples. Interaction paradigms that are based on individ-
uals are bound to result in conflicts in a multi-user setting,
since interaction design influences the style of cooperation
through its affordances: ‘‘If designers ignore issues of
conflict in the explicit part of the design, then their
underlying assumptions about conflict, or its absence,
become embedded in the system.’’ ([10], p. 2) We therefore
argue that designing interaction for domestic connected
systems requires a multi-user perspective that is informed
by an understanding of conflict in the home environment.
An interesting example of connected systems for the
home environment is networked lighting systems (e.g.,
[3, 5, 6]). In lighting, next to networking technology,
developments in LED technology have opened up a world
of new digitally manipulable parameters, such as bright-
ness, color, color temperature, and dynamics [11]. The
benefits are clear: because of the long-studied influence of
light on well-being, productivity, and social behavior
[12, 13] flexible and manipulable lighting makes it possible
to have lighting conditions that better support people’s
varying activities. However, in a family living room where
different people (e.g., family members, guests, baby sitters)
simultaneously perform many different activities that could
all potentially benefit from different light settings (e.g.,
cooking, playing, studying, reading, watching TV), finding
an optimal lighting condition can become rather
complicated.
Similar to other connected systems, interaction para-
digms for lighting are highly individual: people can create
personal lighting conditions (called scenes, presets, or
moods) or program specific interaction rules for automated
system behavior, that, for example, turn the lamps on when
their mobile phone connects to the local Wi-fi network.
This highly individual interaction with modern lighting
systems brings up issues in the multi-user home context
[11, 14]. For example, the relatively effortful creation of
presets and behavior rules do not invite for everyone to
participate equally in the interaction: usually, there is one
main user that decides on the interaction for others. Also,
the individual customization of scenes (that are generally
not sharable with other users) puts no emphasis on taking
the needs and wishes of other users into consideration.
Moreover, differences in network connectivity (e.g., of
guests and children) are likely to result in misinformed
systems (e.g., when lights automatically turn off because
the main user leaves the house even though other people
might still be present). We argue that this type of conflicts
can and should be avoided, by taking them into account in
the interaction design process.
Research suggests that without mediating technology,
people resolve conflicts by discussion or by yielding
privilege over certain systems [10, 15]. While this is
recognizable in, for example, contention about which
television program to watch, lighting wishes seem less of a
discussion topic in daily life. In development of Home
Automation Systems, scenarios have been proposed where
intelligent conflict managers recognize and resolve con-
flicts automatically by comparing user preferences: peo-
ple’s ratings for certain lighting conditions given a certain
context that are stored in user profiles (e.g., [16–21]).
Research from cognitive psychology, however, shows that
preferences are constructed in the moment instead of eli-
cited from memory [22], which makes them less static than
the preference ratings in user profiles suggest. Also, in-
context research on lighting use by Offermans et al. [23]
has shown that people’s lighting needs and preferences are
mainly latent and that they depend heavily on the envi-
ronment, people’s intentions with the environment, and the
social context. So it seems that current strategies to handle
conflicts underestimate the complexity of preference elic-
itation, which makes it unlikely that their identification and
resolution of conflicts matches the social setting. Further-
more, most of the current strategies are based on hypo-
thetical lighting conflict scenarios instead of on examples
resulting from real-life observations. In line with (e.g.,
[24–26]), we believe that technological developments in
the home should be based on in-context research in the
home environment. So in order to design multi-user
interfaces that handle conflicts in a socially acceptable way
comparable to people’s natural behavior, we first need to
get a better understanding of real-life multi-user conflicts.
In this work, we aim to propose a perspective on multi-
user interaction paradigms for domestic lighting systems
that fit people’s natural ways of using light and resolving
conflicts. To inform such a perspective, a deeper under-
standing is needed of everyday lighting conflicts as they
take place in the home environment. We want to identify
real-life triggers for conflicts and we want to observe
people’s resolution strategies. To do so, we conduct two
explorative, ethnographically inspired studies. The two
studies differ in their aims. In the first study, we aim to
identify real-life lighting conflict scenarios between cou-
ples living in single-room apartments. We do so through a
probe package to sensitize people for their normal lighting
routines, followed by dyadic interviews. In the second
study, we create the trigger for conflict so we can study
people’s resolution strategies. This more disruptive
approach is based on technology probes [27, 28]. By
installing a connected lighting system in family living
rooms where all family members influence each other with
every adjustment, we provoke lighting conflicts. This
allows us to observe resolution strategies that people
deploy. We combine the insights from the two studies to
define a perspective on how to design for multi-user
interaction with domestic lighting systems. The perspective
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can be used to design interfaces for domestic connected
lighting systems that are based on how people handle
conflicts in their everyday lives.
2 Related work
We aim to develop an understanding of real-life lighting
conflicts, in order to develop a perspective on how to
design for multi-user interaction with domestic lighting
systems. Therefore, our related work is focused on three
main topics: conflict, home technology sharing, and light-
ing interaction. Most of the work on conflicts either comes
from social psychology and has a very broad scope, beyond
system interaction; or comes from computer science and
approaches conflicts and conflict resolution from an auto-
mated system perspective. The human perspective that is
more related to our approach originates from ethnographic
research on home technology sharing. Lastly, we look at
our specific application domain and discuss the current
state of lighting interaction and the understanding of
domestic lighting use.
2.1 Conflicts and conflict resolution
In line with Putnam and Poole (as cited in [10], p. 2), we
use a broad definition of conflict as ‘‘the interaction of
interdependent people who perceive opposition of goals,
aims, and values, and who see the other party as potentially
interfering with the realization of these goals… [This]
definition highlights three general characteristics of con-
flict: interaction, interdependence, and incompatible
goals.’’ In the field of social psychology conflict has
received much attention but the types of questions and
results are often not directly applicable to interaction
design. However, the three characteristics clearly empha-
size the interplay between system design and the occur-
rence of conflict. Conflict has different stages. It starts with
latent conflict, where the conflict is there but where the
parties are not aware of its existence. A perceived conflict
is noticed by some or all parties but is not explicated like a
manifest conflict is [10]. We expect, based on the findings
by Offermans et al. [23], that in lighting many conflicts
remain latent. Interestingly, Deutsch found that conflict is
not necessarily negative: conflict can be productive in the
sense that it can stimulate curiosity, prevents stagnation,
and leads to social change [29].
Conflicts in computer science are usually approached
from a technical perspective and include any type of con-
flicting state that can occur within a system. So conflicts
could result from multiple users with different preferences,
from multiple applications within one system concurring
over a resource (e.g., different applications trying to control
the light based on Web information flow, occupancy, and
an activity-based preset, at the same time), or from con-
flicting interests within one user (a person might have
interest in both high lighting quality and minimizing
energy consumption), among others. There are different
ways to classify all these conflicts. Al-Bin Ali [16] clas-
sifies conflicts in terms of their technical recognizability:
explicit conflicts are directly identifiable by a system by
examining behaviors, while implicit conflicts result from
more ‘‘hidden factors,’’ such as moods and human inten-
tions. Since our studies take a human perspective rather
than a system perspective, recognizing conflicts from a
system perspective is of less use to us. Resendes et al. [30]
propose four different classifications of conflicts based on
his extensive review of Home and Building Automation
Systems (HBAS): classification based on source, time of
detection, solvability, or intervenient. The interpersonal
conflicts (or in Resendes’ words user vs. user conflicts) that
we look at in this paper are only a small part of the
intervenient class. Deutsch [29] identifies conflicts based
on their causes: inequality of control over resources, dif-
ference in preferences and nuisance, a difference in values,
dispute over beliefs, or the nature of the relationship
between parties. This classification seems most applicable
to our intended results but remains too abstract to directly
inform a design perspective.
Resolution strategies for interpersonal conflicts are
often based upon systems keeping track of user profiles
by storing user ratings of a certain setting as a prefer-
ence. Common resolution strategies mediate between
users through, e.g., Profile Merging, where a common
user profile is generated from the individual user profiles
through a distance minimization algorithm (e.g.,
[17, 19, 20]). Alternatively, a user could be given pri-
ority over resources through, e.g., Weighted Alternative,
taking into account weight or importance for each
preference or Majority rule, where votes are counted
[31]. This priority could be provided spatially (so per
luminaire, e.g., [21]) or temporally (e.g., [18]). Examples
are available of systems that resolve conflicts completely
automatically (e.g., [20]), but the majority of system
proposals use a combination of automated decisions for
explicit conflicts (that can be recognized by the systems)
and user control for implicit conflicts (that are more
difficult to be recognized). This control is often given by
asking the user for input at the moment of conflict, by
presenting different recommended settings (e.g.,
[16, 21]). More recently, the idea to give end users tools
to program their environment on forehand is also
explored. Through simple trigger-action programming (if
this, than that), it is envisioned that users could cus-
tomize their automated systems [32, 33] and provide
compromise rules even before conflicts arise.
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The importance of full user control has also been
underlined, especially within the lighting domain. Meer-
beek et al. [34] performed a large field study with auto-
matically controlled venetian blind systems with options
for manual override. In three of their four identified use
profiles, people are not satisfied with the automatic mode
and switch it off completely. This is in line with findings by
Veitch [35], which describe how the perception of control
positively influences people’s perceived lighting quality
and satisfaction with the lighting and the environment.
With our study, we aim to develop a new perspective on
addressing conflict resolution in lighting interaction, based
on our observations of people’s natural resolution
strategies.
2.2 Home technology sharing
Ethnographically inspired research has been done on
technology sharing in the home context. Most of these
studies were performed between 1995 and 2005 and focus
primarily on the shared use of personal computers (e.g.,
[36, 37]). In these studies, contention for computer time
was seen as a main issue and parents often regulated
computer usage and Internet access among family mem-
bers. Also, location of the technology was found to be
important to predict the sharing behavior and ownership
over the technologies [38]. Some studies also focused on
other types of domestic appliances. For example, Chetty
et al. [39] created the Home Watcher: a domestic tool that
can be used to coordinate bandwidth sharing in family
homes, Crabtree and Rodden [40] researched communi-
cation between family members in daily routines, Brush
and Inkpen [38] investigated sharing of all technology
between family members through interviews, and Randal
[41] performed a case study on living in a smart home.
An important topic in shared technology is the contin-
uum between personalization (adjusted to the individual)
and integration (open for all family members) [41]. Cor-
responding models to mediate sharing are identified by
Brush and Inkpen [38]: the appliance model and the profile
model. Devices based on an appliance model can be used
by anyone and rely on social protocols to mediate sharing
(e.g., shared TVs, refrigerators, and traditional lamps).
Devices that use the profile model, ask individual users to
identify themselves (e.g., shared desktop computers). At
the time that the research was conducted, the profile model
was only used in shared desktop computers, but it seems
that smartphone interfaces bring many more profile-based
devices into the home. Based on an investigation of sharing
of a broad range of household technologies, Brush and
Inkpen [38] propose a mixed model that combines a single
profile that is shared by everyone but that can switch
toward individual profiles in an activity. Such a mixed
model would support awareness and quick interactions, but
would still allow for personalization. They also mention
that profiles are not so much used for privacy, but rather for
regulation and personalization of features in the home.
They therefore propose to use skins instead of profiles that
provide personalization while allowing access to shared
documents and shared information.
Crabtree and Rodden [40] researched communication
between family members in daily routines. They found that
communication between family members is facilitated by
an ecological network of displays that people construct to
coordinate actions among each other (think of refrigerator
notes and post-it boards). Similarly, Taylor et al. [42]
showed that people use information clues to coordinate
behavior among each other. They argue that ‘‘it is people
that induce their homes with intelligence by continually
weaving together things in their physical worlds with their
everyday routines and distinct social arrangements.’’ ([42],
p. 383). The smartness of objects, in their view, lies in the
way that people use and arrange the objects in the physical
world: by arrangements of notes, for example, it is clear
which messages matter when, or for whom they are to see.
The methodology and the real-life perspective in these
studies are much related to the work we present in this
paper. However, we specifically focus on interaction with
lighting systems.
2.3 Lighting interaction
Next to the large number of applications for interaction
with connected lighting systems, some examples of dedi-
cated lighting interfaces are appearing. The commercially
available Hue tab [7] is a wall-mounted interface with three
buttons for three different presets. The Goldee wall-
mounted interface [43] recognizes gesture interactions to
switch between different types of system behaviors. Fon-
ckel One [44] integrates the interaction with the light
source, to provide more direct manipulation of the light
through touch gestures. Both Goldee and Fonckel are not
commercially continued but provide compelling examples
of gesture interfaces for lighting. Interface concepts also
result from research work. Lucero et al. [11] present a
number of interaction design challenges for lighting inter-
action, together with an overview of lighting interaction
concepts. With M-beam [45], a light beam can be physi-
cally manipulated to represent a certain mood. Ross and
Keyson [46] present an expressive interface in which
people can ‘‘sculpt atmospheres’’: manipulate light, sound,
and projects in one through tangible interaction with flags
on a rotating platform. The Reality Editor [47] explores the
use of augmented reality techniques to map graphical user
interface elements directly on top of the controlled lamp.
And Bakker and Niemantsverdriet [48] present four
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lighting interfaces that can potentially be interacted with
the periphery of attention.
In terms of multi-user interaction, the challenges mul-
tiple for lighting interaction design, including potential
conflicts and distribution of control, have been emphasized
[11], but answers on how to tackle these challenges are
rare. Early smart home research has investigated which
general interaction modalities would be most suitable for
lighting interaction in the home context. For example,
Brumitt et al. [49] investigated different interfaces (in-
cluding voice recognition, graphical user interfaces, and
automatic behavior) by inviting families into the Easy
Living home lab [50] and found that speech-controlled
interaction would be most suitable. However, while fami-
lies were invited for this study, participants interacted
individually with the different interfaces so multi-user
implications were not represented in the results [49]. One
of the very few examples of lighting interaction specifically
designed for and evaluated with multiple users, is found in
work by Magielse et al. [12]. They explored how three
different control structures (individual, shared, and hierar-
chical) in lighting interfaces influenced the behavior of
participants in a discussion. The results were translated into
the design of a light controller for the office environment,
which allows for both individual and shared control over
certain luminaires.
All the interaction examples mentioned explore new
lighting interaction paradigms but most of these present
one very specific design example. In this work, we aim
toward developing a perspective on multi-user lighting
interaction for the home environment in general, rather
than developing specific interfaces for specific situations.
2.4 Understanding domestic lighting use
With respect to understanding real-life domestic lighting
use, most related to the work presented in this paper is the
study done by Offermans et al. [23] and Lucero et al. [51].
Offermans and colleagues investigate the needs, wishes,
and motivations for interaction with lighting in the home
environment. Their insights show that people mainly have
latent lighting needs that are highly dependent on the
context and that people have different levels of lighting
needs which require control at different levels as well.
They also identify a relation between the lighting interface
and the motivation to interact with the light; based on
degrees of freedom, availability of the controller, the
degree of automation, and the qualities of the interaction.
While some of the insights touch upon multi-user issues in
the home environment, the work by Offermans et al. was
mainly focused on the needs of individuals. With the work
that we present in this paper, we take a similar approach to
identify multi-user conflicts within the home environment.
Lucero et al. [51] also take a probe-based approach to
investigate design requirements for a multi-user lighting
system for the bathroom environment. They found that
people rather deal with conflicts themselves, instead of
having a system mediate in preferences and therefore shift
their focus to reducing the complexity of interaction with
lighting systems. We agree (in line with the literature
presented in Sect. 2.1) that full system mediation would be
undesired. With this work, we would like to get better grip
on what strategies people apply for conflict mediation in
daily life and how they can be supported in resolving
lighting conflicts in a satisfactory manner.
In the following sections, we present the two studies that
are aimed to identify triggers and resolution strategies of
lighting conflicts in different types of home environment.
After that, we will use the insights to describe our per-
spective on designing for multi-user interaction with
domestic lighting systems.
3 Observing conflicts between partners in a single-
room apartment
With this first study that we present, we aim to get a better
understanding of the role of lighting conflicts in everyday
interaction. We want to identify realistic lighting conflict
scenarios and the triggers for these conflicts. We also aim
to gain insights on the impact that conflicts have on the
social setting and the resolution strategies that people
deploy. Since the home environment is difficult to observe
first hand and since interacting with lighting is usually done
unaware [23], we make use probes from a perspective of
information gathering [52] or data collection [53]. Probes
provide a way to gather data about a person’s context
through exercises and self-documentation in order to frame
new challenges, inspire design, and create a dialogue. In
our study, the exercises in the probe set (Fig. 1) are used to
sensitize the participants about their personal lighting use,
in order to get more detailed answers in a dyadic interview.
This use of probes is known from context-mapping studies
[54].
3.1 Study setup
In this study, eight participants (four couples) living in
single-room apartments took part. In single-room apart-
ments there is only one space in which all activities take
place, which means that people are always influenced by
each other’s light settings. We expect this to lead to a
higher number of observable conflicts. All four couples live
in two duplicate neighbor buildings in Eindhoven, The
Netherlands. The buildings are newly renovated and have a
relatively homogenous group of renters: young couples
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with work in the creative industries and medium income.
The couples that participated in this study are all mixed-
gender and are aged between 23 and 27 (median = 25).
They all recently started living together (max 1, 5 years).
Recruitment was done by acquaintance and through the
building’s Facebook page. The study was performed in
November and December of 2014. During these months,
the sun rises around 8:30 a.m. and sets around 4:30 p.m., so
there is a maximal need for artificial lighting.
3.1.1 Procedure
The probe set consists of two workbooks, one per person,
containing playful exercises (Fig. 1). The workbooks serve
two purposes: (1) to make the participants aware of their
usage, control, and preferences in light (sensitizing); and (2)
to find differences in answers between the two partners.
Participants had 7–10 days to fill in the exercises, after which
the study was concluded with a dyadic interview. The
workbooks were all in Dutch. One of the interviews was in
English, since one of the participants—although able to do
the exercises in Dutch—was more comfortable with speak-
ing English. All other interviews were in Dutch.
The workbooks consist of three different types of
exercises: (1) startup exercises to get people acquainted to
the topic of lighting use (e.g., drawing a map of the house
and indicating the main use and satisfaction of each lamp);
(2) exercises about specific events that happened during the
week of the study (e.g., conversations, disagreements, and
habitual light settings for certain activities); and (3) exer-
cises that have to be made on a specific date (e.g., a
timeline exercise). See Fig. 2 for an impression of the
exercises.
To prepare for the interview, we collected the booklets
two days before and we analyzed the results by comparing
the answers between the two partners. The interviews were
held in the apartments of the couple, took 50–80 min, and
followed a semi-structured approach. We asked people
about their evaluation of the overall lighting setup, about
how they selected their lighting and lamps, and about their
lighting requirements. We also asked about lighting routi-
nes and usage, and about living in single-room apartments
in general. Furthermore, we asked about specific differ-
ences between the answers in the two workbooks. Partici-
pation in this study was completely voluntarily.
Participants only received a symbolic token of appreciation
for their participation in the study.
3.1.2 Analysis
From the transcribed interview recordings, 199 fragments
were extracted (between 37 and 66 per interview) by
reading through the printed-out interviews multiple times
and marking all relevant passages. The relevant passages
were cut out and used in an inductive thematic analysis
[55]. We started by clustering quotes into general clusters,
and we divided each topic into smaller and more specific
sub-themes. The clustering process was done iteratively
and resulted in a total of six themes (see Table 1). In dis-
cussions among all authors, we looked for recurring pat-
terns within each theme. In the following section, we
present the findings and illustrate them with quotes from
the interview and workbook. Since all researchers are
native Dutch speakers the analysis was done in Dutch. The
quotes that are presented in this paper were translated after
analysis by the authors.
Fig. 1 Probe set, consisting of two workbooks and a floor plan
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3.2 Findings
The study aims to identify real-life lighting conflicts within
the home environment. People hardly self-reported any
conflicts. Only one couple, for example, filled in the
exercise about disagreements. Also the conversation exer-
cise turned out to be difficult: people mentioned that con-
versations or contention about light are rare. Even during
the interview, talking about light felt unnatural to people.
However, by comparing the results from the booklet and
confronting people with these differences during the
interview, we identified multiple conflicts per couple. This
suggests that, even though lighting conflicts exist, people
often do not experience them as such.
3.2.1 Three types of conflicts
We identified three different types of conflicts: preference
conflicts, activity conflicts, and attitude conflicts. The
preference conflicts are situations where the couples are
engaged in the same activity but prefer a different light
setting for that activity.
Participant
1B
I like the cinema feeling you get when all
lights are turned off.
Participant
1A
But I find it really difficult to watch TV when
it is dark. […] I easily fall asleep.
In most cases, people mentioned a general preference
for brighter or dimmer light, or for a certain color
Fig. 2 Some exercises from the workbook (in Dutch): a the exercise
about habitual light settings for different activities (this one shows a
photo of the dinner setting), and b showing half of the timeline
exercise, where people report their activities and their lighting
adjustments during one specific day (e.g., ‘‘working at home without
any lights on,’’ and ‘‘It’s getting dark, lamp 6 ? 4 on for 80%
(concentration setting). Still working’’)
Table 1 An overview of the themes resulting from the thematic analysis. The table presents the theme, the number of quotes per theme (#), how
many of the four households are represented in the theme (spread), and an example quote
Theme # Spread Example quote
Lighting conflicts 27 4/4 2A: I need some light, otherwise I get the feeling that it is night and that I should be sleeping. But that
is a general thing: you want it darker and I want it lighter
Conflict resolution 22 4/4 2A: There are some settings where we take each other into account. For example when I go to bed
earlier and you turn the lights down a bit as a compromise
Importance of light 14 3/4 2A: It is just not that important. Usually, I just turn on a setting and that is all
Single-room apartments 16 4/4 2B: I guess everyone thinks about [being able to live in one space] before moving here. We also
discussed it on forehand
Lighting use 17 4/4 1B: When you want to make use of an area you will turn on the lamps there. But when we come in late
we just push any button
Selection and
installation process
18 4/4 1A: For me [buying a luminaire] is about understanding the space: what do you do where and what
light do you need?
Total 104
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temperature when comparing to their partner. Some pref-
erence conflicts occurred because of different opinions
about a certain luminaire.
Activity conflicts arise because people simultaneously
engage in different activities that have different lighting
requirements. The most prominent examples are when one
person goes to bed while the other still wants to read or
when one person gets up earlier than the other. Less
noticeable activity conflicts are, for example, when one
person is watching TV while the other is reading:
Participant
3B
When I’m reading on the couch the ceiling
light is not enough, so then I turn the big
lamp on. But you don’t mind, right?
The third conflict type is attitude conflicts. Where the
previous two conflicts only looked at lighting use, this
conflict comes from a difference in attitude toward using
light. For some people, energy awareness is more impor-
tant than light quality, where for others the light quality is
valued higher. For example, where one partner wants to
turn off the lights they do not use for energy savings, the
other partner finds it more important not to have any dark
corners. In two of the four couples, we saw this difference
between the partners leading to contention:
Participant
3A
Yesterday I was working here and you
turned the lamps off. I like to have some
extra light while working.
Participant
3B
But there was enough daylight!
3.2.2 Conflict impact and resolution
Since people seem to have little awareness of lighting
conflicts, observing resolution strategies was difficult.
Lighting conflicts do not feel as very impactful to the social
situation: the participants directly weakened any conflicts
that came up in the interview. However, in the anecdotes
and in the roles that they described for themselves and their
partners, we were able to identify some distinctions
between the three conflict types in resolution strategies and
impact. Of the three types, preference conflicts seem to
occur most often but seem the easiest to resolve:
Participant
2A
Whoever is bothered the most by the light is
the one that wins (…)
Participant
2B
Yes, when we watch television and you say:
‘‘it is too dark, I’m falling asleep,’’ we turn
on some lamps.
When there is no difference in influence, the preference
of the first person that set the light or that wants to put
effort into adjusting the light is being used. Changing each
other’s light setting does not lead to conversations and
seems to be fully accepted.
In activity conflicts, we see two different resolution
strategies: changing activity and compromising for a less
preferred light setting. Usually, people know who cannot
compromise (e.g., when someone has to finish something
for work and has to work late). It is up to the other person
to change the activity in that case:
Participant
2B
If [partner] has to work late I stay up with
her, because I cannot sleep with the light
on.
If such differences in activity happen over longer peri-
ods of time, people adjust their daily rhythms to match
each other. The amount of influence that the difference in
activity has on the other person determines its impact.
In situations where the other person is less influenced by
the light, compromising for a certain setting suffices.
The attitude conflicts are the only conflicts that we
observed leading to disagreements or arguments, probably
because there seems to be no real resolution strategy to this
difference in values or attitude.
3.2.3 Little variation in lighting use
From the habits exercise, we could see that people have
little variation in the way that they use lighting. Most
people use one standard setting for their main lamps during
the whole evening and add one specific lamp per activity to
that setting (e.g., the kitchen lamp while cooking, or their
desk lamp while working). This little variation in lighting
use makes that few conflicts occur. It seems that the gen-
eral use of lighting is established already in the process of
selecting and buying lamps. In this process, people divide




For me [buying a luminaire] is about
understanding the space: what do you do
where and what light do you need?
So with the selection process, the main preference and
activity conflicts seem to be resolved: compromises are
made between the different lighting preferences and the
main function of a lamp (reading, watching TV, cooking) is
defined. Because of this, people know what lighting they




This is our compromise-lamp. I bought it to
read in bed while [partner] wants to sleep.
Our regular bedside lamp is too bright for
that.
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3.2.4 Limitations of the study
We chose specifically this context of single-room apart-
ments. Since people always share each other’s light, we
expected more lighting conflicts to occur. However, all
couples mentioned that living together in a single room
takes flexibility and less need for privacy or personal space.
This could have influenced the low importance that people
gave to the light, the few conversations, and the low
awareness of conflicts. Furthermore, because of the popu-
larity and fashionable style of the apartment building, the
participant might have spent more time than average in
decorating. This could mean that the importance of the
lamp selection and buying process is higher in this specific
target group.
Our main goal with this study was to confirm the exis-
tence of lighting conflicts, to find a selection of realistic
lighting conflicts, and to get a first idea on their impact on
the social situation. We did not necessarily aim to be
complete in the conflict types or resolution strategies: the
modest number of participants and the described homo-
geneous nature of the participant group make it unlikely
that they are complete. Especially because the conflict
triggers are related to people’s routines and life-style (ac-
tivity conflicts), personal preferences (preference conflicts),
and attitudes (attitude conflicts) it is highly likely that
different conflict types arise in different types of settings
and with different participant groups. The importance of
the conflicts is also likely to be conflict dependent and
should not be generalized beyond the chosen context of
single-room apartments.
3.3 Conclusion
In this study, we were able to distinguish three different
types of lighting conflicts, characterized by their causes:
preference, activity, and attitude conflicts. Preference
conflicts (resulting from a different lighting preference for
the same activity; similar to Deutsch’s preferences and
nuisance conflicts [29]) happen most often but seem most
easy to resolve by compromising. Most of these compro-
mises seem to be made already in the lamp selection and
buying process (when a certain lamp is bought for that
activity), which influences the possibilities of light use
from then on, reducing future preference conflicts. Activity
conflicts can have big impact when the lighting needs that
match the activities are far apart (e.g., when one person
wants to go to bed and prefers no light at all). They can be
resolved by compromising in the light use or by matching
activities or routines (e.g., going to bed later). Attitude
conflicts (similar to Deutsch’s values [29]) have less to do
with the light situation and more with value differences on,
in this case, energy saving vs. light quality. Manifested
lighting conflicts [10] in general seem to be rare because of
the relative low importance of lighting preferences and
little variation in light use resulting from negotiations in
the lamp selection process.
4 Provoking conflicts in the family living room
In the previous study, we observed lighting conflicts
between couples in single-room apartments. Because of the
little variation in use, limited control possibilities of tra-
ditional lamps, and flexibility of the specific target group,
lighting conflicts remained in the background. Therefore,
in this follow-up study, we use a more disruptive approach,
where we actively try to provoke conflicts. We do so by (1)
increasing the number of people involved (families instead
of couples), (2) increasing the influence of lighting
adjustments on other members of the families (by instal-
lation of a lighting system that introduces simultaneous
control over all lamps), and (3) experimenting with dif-
ferent control distributions. By disrupting people’s lighting
routines and altering their use, we aim to make people
reflect upon their normal ways of using light [27].
4.1 Setup
In this study, four families consisting of four to five persons
(two parents and two or three children) took part, resulting
in a total of 17 participants. The families were chosen such
that the children ages are similar (ranging between 3 and
11, median = 7), and gender is evenly spread (fe-
male = 8). Recruitment was done by word-of-mouth.
The approach of the study is based on technology probes
[28, 52]. In this method, technical probes are released in a
real-life context to understand the needs and desires of
users. The probes are designed to be flexible, adaptive, and
open for interpretation: they do not embody a concept but
they interfere with normal routines to make people reflect
upon behavior, values, and attitudes [27]. Our technology
probe (Fig. 3) consists of a connected lighting system with
mobile dimmer controllers that adjust all lamps simulta-
neously; all lamps have the same brightness at all times. In
this way, lighting adjustments influence all other family
members.
The lighting system is based on the Philips Hue [5].
Four to six Hue bulbs replaced the original living room’s
light sources for the week of study. Where possible, peo-
ple’s regular fixtures were used, complemented with extra
luminaires if needed. The number of light sources and the
location of the luminaires were decided by the parents on
installation. Mobile dimmer controllers were made to
control the Hue light bulbs. The controllers were created
for this study specifically and consist of a large scroll wheel
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on a wearable pendant. By turning the wheel, people can
adjust the brightness relatively to the current brightness of
all the five Hue bulbs simultaneously. The set consists of
four to five dimmer controllers with unique colors: one for
every family member. The controllers communicate
through XBee [56] with a processing sketch running on a
laptop, which in its turn communicates through Wi-fi with
the bridge of the Hue bulbs. The sketch logs date and time,
controller ID, and the brightness values at each interaction.
The study was executed in March, when the sun rises
around 7 a.m. and sets around 6:30 p.m. The system is,
therefore, mainly used from the early evening on.
4.1.1 Procedure
We specified three scenarios of use (Fig. 4). During sce-
nario one (shared and fixed; Fig. 4a), participants are asked
to store all controllers but one and to choose a fixed location
for this controller. This scenario is most similar to the
current usage of light switches. In the second scenario
(personal and mobile; Fig. 4b), every participant had a
controller. With this setting, we aim to identify the different
roles between the family members in lighting use. We also
wish to see whether individual and mobile control
influences the threshold for making adjustments to the light.
In the third and final scenario (shared and mobile; Fig. 4c),
all controllers but one are stored again. The family was
asked to select one person to wear the controller and the
other members have to ask this person to adjust the light for
them. With this scenario, we wish to trigger conversations
about light. The families experimented with each scenario
on two fixed days (Tuesday and Wednesday for the first,
Thursday and Friday for the second, and Saturday and
Sunday for the third), since we expect the weekend to have
different routines and therefore different lighting use.
In order to capture personal experiences instantaneously,
we supplied a diary-style workbook with exercises in
Dutch. The exercises in the three chapters of the workbook
correspond to the three use scenarios. The family was
asked to fill in exercises together on the last day of each
scenario. Exercises vary per chapter but always include
drawing a timeline (Fig. 5a) and a drawing a conversation
on light (Fig. 5b). As preparation for the interview, we
analyzed the results from the workbook and from the log
data (Fig. 6) to get an understanding of the light use. The
interviews (all in Dutch) were held with the whole family
together, lasted about 30 min, and followed a semi-struc-
tured approach. We asked the family to compare the three
different use scenarios, to explain remarkable instances
from the log data and the workbook, and to discuss
requirements for future lighting systems. The families
received a symbolic token of appreciation for their par-
ticipation in the study.
4.1.2 Analysis
The recorded audio from the interviews was transcribed.
We extracted a total of 143 fragments (between 33 and 39
per interview) by reading the printed-out interviews mul-
tiple times and marking all relevant passages. The marked
quotes were cut out, and used in an inductive thematic
analysis [55]. We started with clustering the quotes into
Fig. 3 Probe set, consisting of Philips Hue bulbs, mobile dimmer
controllers, and a workbook
Fig. 4 a In the first scenario, one controller has a fixed location. b In
the second scenario, every family member has its own mobile
controller. c In the third scenario, only one family member has a
mobile controller. These drawings were used in the workbook to
illustrate the scenarios of use
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bigger clusters (control, lighting appreciation, social roles,
etc.). From there, we divided each larger cluster into
smaller and more specific sub-areas. The clustering process
was done iteratively and resulted in a total of 8 themes
(Table 2). In discussions among all authors, high-level
generalized conclusions were drawn for each theme. Just as
in the first study, analysis was done with the original Dutch
quotes. The quotes that are presented in this paper have
been translated after analysis by the authors.
4.2 Findings
In despite of the more disruptive and provoking setup
compared to the previous study, we again found very little
variation in lighting use. In general, the parent that was
home most controlled the light most often. After the lamps
were turned on, we observed very few adjustments in the
log data (apart from the adjustments invoked by children
playing around). Therefore, it seems that there is little
Fig. 5 Two of the exercises from the workbook: a the timeline
exercise, indicating daily activities per family member (e.g., ‘‘waking
up,’’ ‘‘going to school,’’ ‘‘dinner,’’ ‘‘grandmother visits’’), and
b reporting on a conversation about light (‘‘I want to read here on
this side of the couch. Can I control this lamp separately?’’—‘‘No’’—
‘‘That’s a shame but it’s convenient when going to bed.’’
Fig. 6 Two graphs showing the log data: a the graph of Thursday
(use scenario 2) from family 2 and b the graph of Sunday (use
scenario 3) from family 4. The color of the bar represents the color of
the controller that was used. The height of the bar shows the
brightness setting of the lamps (0–255). The width of the bar
represents the time in which the brightness setting was left
unchanged. So in graph (a), moments of rapid changes to the light
setting can be observed (disco playing), while in graph (b) there are
only very few interactions with the light (color figure online)
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variation in lighting use and little incentive to change an
already satisfying light setting.
We expected that the simultaneous control over all light
bulbswould increase the number of lighting conflicts, since it
enlarges the influence that people have on each other with
individual lighting interaction. What we observed, however,
is that it led to even less use of the system: sometimes
because of energy consumption (turning on one lamp turns
on all other lamps, so they waited until it got really dark to
turn the lights on) but, more interestingly, also because
people did not feel entitled to adjust lights that are also used
by others and did not want to influence others negatively.
Father
3
We didn’t change [the light] that much, because
adjusting one meant that all would change. So
then you just leave it like that.
4.2.1 Conversations and conflicts
Also similar to the results from the previous study, people
found it difficult to talk about the lighting use in the
interview. Also during the study, little conversations were
reported. We expected that especially use scenario three
(presenting shared and mobile control) would inspire
conversation about the light, since people had to ask each
other to make adjustments. However, none of the conver-
sation exercises in the booklet for the third use scenario
were filled in. From the other exercises it became clear that
few people requested adjustments at all: in the three fam-
ilies where one of the parents had the controller (families 1,
3, and 4), there were in total only two requests from others.
People mentioned that the adjustment did not matter
enough to bother others with the request and that it felt
unnatural to ask for an adjustment:
Father
1
When I had the controller, nobody asked me to
change the light.
Boy 1 No, because that is stupid. We never ask you to
change the light.
Of the conversations that were filled in, most talked
about the system’s usability. Simultaneous control over
all lamps, reaction time, and controller size were the
topics in 7 out of 12 reported conversations. Of the
remaining conversations, four conversations were about
interpersonal disagreement. Of those, two had more to
do with playing around than with the light itself but
three focused around lighting conflicts. One conversation
described a difference in liking of a certain setting
(preference conflict):
Father 1 this light is way too bright.
One conversation described different lighting needs for
simultaneously performed activities (activity conflict):
Father
3
I want to read here, on the couch. Can’t I change
this lamp individually?
And one conversation described a disagreement about
energy use (attitude conflict):
Girl 4 May I turn the light on at my desk?
Mother
4
‘‘No honey, because that will make the other
lamps turn on as well.’’
So in total we identified three instances of lighting
conflicts: one per conflict type.
Table 2 An overview of the themes resulting from the thematic analysis. The table presents the theme, the number of quotes per theme (#), how
many of the four families are represented in the theme (spread), and an example quote
Theme # Spread Example quote
Rules of use 9 4/4 Mother 1:We did not want any disco playing. Normally, they are not allowed to play with the light, so we
decided that during this study they should not either
Social behavior 25 4/4 Boy 1: My sister used it more often than dad, because whenever I turned the light off, [my sister] would
turn it on again
System use 19 4/4 Father 1: There is a difference between children and adults. Children turn the knob, while adults adjust
the light. We don’t play like children do
Lighting use 14 4/4 Father 3: When I come home it is dark so the lamps are already turned on. There should be a practical
reason to change the light otherwise it is just fine. It is just turned on
Simultaneous control 12 4/4 Father 3: We didn’t change [the light] that much, because adjusting one meant that all would change. So
then you just leave it like that
Mobile and fixed
control
22 4/4 Boy 3: This one [scenario 1] was easier. […] I guess because you know exactly where it was
Individual and shared
control
16 4/4 Boy 1: When I have a controller for myself, I think about [adjusting the light] more
Limitations 26 4/4 Mother 2: It has to respond instantaneously. Now it often took too long
Total 143
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4.2.2 Hierarchy and rules of use
When looking at the log data from the families, we iden-
tified two distinct ways of using the light: in two of the
families, there was very little variety in the lighting use
(Fig. 6b); while in the other two families, we observed
several hours with rapid changes in the light setting,
especially with the controllers owned by the children
(Fig. 6a). In the interviews the difference was explained.
Two families (families 3 and 4) had made the rule that
playing with the light was not allowed. The other two
families (families 1 and 2) decided to let their children play
for the sake of the study. Important to note is that this was
seen as an extraordinary situation:
Father
1
We did let go of the children for this week. The
time was relatively short, and you come home at
6, it gets dark around 6:30, and the first ones go
to bed already at 7:30.
This rule difference had a big consequence on the
quantitative data and on the impact of the different use
scenarios on the use of lighting. In the families without
rules, the system was used more often and the difference
between the use scenarios was larger, especially with use
scenario two (personal and mobile control).
These rules illustrate the strict hierarchy in lighting use
within the families. Parents have the final say about the
light setting and about the way that the children use the
light. Children know this difference in roles and what is
expected of them.
Boy 3 When one person is reading in the corner
and the other is watching TV, one wants
darkness while the other one wants light.
Interviewer So how would that situation be solved?
Girl 3 The person that is reading would win,
because that is usually dad.
It seems that in many cases possible conflicts (where the
children, e.g., potentially have a different preference than
the parents) are resolved before they even come to light:
the children know that they will not be allowed to change
the light, which makes that they do not even evaluate their
preference anymore. Interestingly, none of the parents
wanted the system to limit control possibilities of the
children. They mentioned that what lighting adjustments
children are entitled to is too dynamic for fixed hierarchies.
Mother
2
The control doesn’t have to be shielded of from
the children. We make sure ourselves that they
will stay away from it. And if they are playing in
the back, and controlling the lights themselves, I
am also fine with that.
4.2.3 Control distributions in the use scenarios
We presented the families with three different use scenar-
ios with different control distributions, to see whether
control influences lighting use and conflicts. Use scenario
one prescribed a fixed controller location, where scenario
two and three presented mobile control. We found that
mobile control reduced the effort to change the light setting
and its presence reminded people of the ability to control
the light. Because of both these factors, the light is more
often adjusted with mobile control.
Mother
2
If [the controller] had been located at the table,
I probably wouldn’t have adjusted it. (…) When
I see the controller, it reminds me that the light
is actually a bit too bright, that it could be
dimmed down a bit.
In scenario two, the family members each had an indi-
vidual controller, where in scenario one and three control is
shared. This difference was less visible for the participants,
especially for the parents:
Father
1
In the end I use it in the same way. If I want to
change the light, I turn the knob and that’s it.
The individual control did seem influence the children’s
use of the controller. Having individual control seems to
lead to a feeling of ownership and, therefore, to more
interaction:
Boy 1 When I have a controller for myself, I think about
[adjusting the light] more.




Well at some point you define a certain intensity
of the light but that can be changed back within
seconds. In real life it is not really like that. The
threshold to change the light is much bigger
then.
However, this effect might diminish over time. Parents
did notice a decrease in interest from the children, already
during the two-day use scenario:
Father
2
In the end we found a nice setting for the light.
(…) Playing disco is only fun for a while.
So the control distributions that were presented through the
different use scenarios (mobile vs. fixed location, and indi-
vidual vs. shared) did have some influence on the light use,
especially in the feelings of ownership and entitlement of the
children, the number of interactions, and the availability of the
controller. However, these effects were overshadowed by the
rules of use defined by the parent–child hierarchy.
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4.2.4 Limitations of the study
In comparison with the previous study, the selected par-
ticipant group might have influenced low number of
observed conflicts. Since the parents all have been living
together longer, preferences might be even more aligned
than with the couples from study that moved in together
recently. Also, from the timeline exercises it became clear
that parents hardly perform different activities simultane-
ously in the living room. Therefore, activity conflicts are
less likely to happen. Between children and parents dif-
ferences in simultaneously performed activities do occur
but here the hierarchy resolves conflicts, as discussed
before.
The rules of use (whether playing with the light is
allowed or not) had a major influence on the way in which
the system was used. For this study, this gives interesting
insights on family structure and hierarchy. However, now
that we know this influence, it might be good to give more
instruction to the families about the expected behavior in
next studies.
The lighting system that we used depended on the Internet
infrastructure of the families, which in some cases (2/4 fam-
ilies) resulted in an undesired delay between interaction and
response from the lamps. With one family, the response time
was exceptionally long and could sometimes take up to 5 s.
Participants mentioned that this malfunctioning lead to less
interaction with the light out of frustration. In general, we
observed less interaction than expected. We implemented
certain features like the simultaneous control in the lighting
system to provoke conflicts between the family members.
Whatwe observed, however, is that these features often raised
conflicts and contention between the family as awhole and the
system’s possibilities. People sometimes did not seem to
bother adjusting the light, since they would probably not be
able to adjust it to their likings anyway. We expect that the
before mentioned delay also contributed to this shift from
conflicts between familymembers to conflicts between family
and system. In future studies, we intend to use a lighting
system that does not dependon the local internet infrastructure
for its communication.
All together the moderate number of participants, as
well as the narrow group (middle class Dutch families)
with similar types of houses and lighting uses, has influ-
enced the results of this study. Our insights on resolution
strategies (e.g., related to family hierarchy or conversa-
tions) are likely to differ between families of different
social or cultural backgrounds.
4.3 Conclusions
In this study, we aimed to observe the triggers, social
implications, and resolution strategies for lighting conflicts
within the home environment. Since lighting conflicts in
the home environment normally seem to be rare and
invisible, we wanted to provoke conflicts by (1) increasing
the number of people involved (families of 4–5 people), (2)
increasing the influence of lighting adjustments on other
members of the families (through simultaneous control
over all lights), and (3) experimenting with different con-
trol distributions. The most remarkable result of this study
is that still few lighting conflicts occurred. A strong hier-
archy between parents and children, resulting in rules of
use, strictly control the usage of the light system. This
hierarchical relationship between parents and children is in
line with findings from previous studies on home tech-
nology sharing [36, 38] and clearly defined roles are known
to reduce conflict [57]. Also, because of the designed
triggers, people interacted even less with the light to avoid
possible conflicts or undesired influence on others. This
was also found by Offermans et al. [23]. The interpersonal
conflicts, even though small in number, matched the con-
flict types of the previous study: we observed a preference,
an activity, and an attitude conflict. The resolution of these
conflicts was mainly based on hierarchy (parents decide).
Talking about light, even when provoked by the system and
by the scenarios, still felt unnatural to people.
5 Perspective on multi-user interaction
in the home environment
The two studies that are presented in this paper aim to give
a better understanding of everyday lighting conflicts in the
home environment. In this section we discuss what the
insights mean when designing multi-user interaction with
connected lighting systems. We present our perspective on
designing for multi-user lighting interaction, in order to
make interfaces that fit people’s natural ways of using light
and resolving conflicts. We first project our findings on
connected lighting systems to identify the role that conflicts
should play in interaction design. We then describe how
interaction designers can approach conflicts by presenting a
strategy based on providing information about other users
through the interface. Lastly, we specify for each of the
three conflict types (preference, activity, and attitude con-
flicts) what information can be shared in the interface to
help people estimate the impact of their interaction on
others.
5.1 Expected increase of conflicts with modern
lighting systems
In general, few manifested lighting conflicts seem to hap-
pen in the home environment that we investigated. This can
be explained by the fixed lighting routines and little
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variation in lighting use that we observed, which is in line
with findings by Offermans et al. [23]. People’s lighting
routines seem to be established by agreements, which are
already made when the lamp is selected during the interior
decoration process: by deciding on the light source, fixture,
and location of the lamp people make compromises that
determine later use. In modern lighting systems, however,
these prior agreements are not necessary anymore. Since
brightness, color (temperature), and possibly even spread,
direction, or focus could be adjusted at any moment there is
no need for prior negotiation: each decision can be revis-
ited at any time. As a result, we expect that compromises
are no longer made on installation but in the moment of
use. Also, since negotiation at purchase is no longer
required, people might have less knowledge of each other’s
needs and wishes in light. And since every decision can be
revisited, we expect that people will have raised expecta-
tions of the lighting quality. So even though conflicts are
currently rare and highly latent, we expect that their
number will increase with modern lighting systems. This is
not necessarily negative. As Deutsch [29] mentioned,
conflict can stimulate creativity, result in better under-
standing, and is the start for change: all effects that are
clearly desirable when modern lighting systems open up
many more possibilities in use.
5.2 Conflict situations require awareness
So how should we approach the conflicts in interaction
with modern lighting systems? The conflicts that were
observed in this study seem to remain latent. We found that
people often do not experience conflicts as such: compro-
mises are made easily, without the need for a conversation
or negotiation to resolve the conflict. It seems that people
are very skilled in estimating what behavior is found
appropriate, using cues from the social context [58]. This
insight describes a risk for conflict-managing systems that
aim to automatically recognize and resolve conflicts (e.g.,
[16, 20, 21]): if a system adjusts the light to mediate
between user preferences in profiles, while people have
already resolved that conflict among each other, these
systems might actually create conflicts they intend to
resolve. Therefore, we believe that recognizing conflicts
and resolving those conflicts should be left to the user.
Giving control to people in conflict resolution does not
mean that conflicts should not be taken into account in
interaction design. Easterbrook already described how
‘‘technology necessarily influences styles of cooperation,
by making some things easier and other things harder to
do’’ ([10], p. 2). Also, Offermans et al. [23] found that
people do not like to disturb others with their light. We
draw a similar conclusion: in situations when there is a risk
that others might be bothered by the adjustment, people
compromise by not adjusting the lighting at all, even
though adjusting the light might lead to better lighting. So
while flexible lighting use is seen as a main advantage of
modern lighting, people have the tendency to not adjust the
lighting because of the risk of evoking conflicts. As men-
tioned, we expect that in future lighting systems people
have even less awareness of each other’s needs and wishes,
which would increase the insecurity in adjusting the light
even more. So if we want people to make the most of
modern lighting systems, people need to be informed about
each other’s needs and preferences and about the impact an
individual adjustment has on other users, to remove the
insecurity of having a negative impact while adjusting the
light. As Randall also showed: ‘‘Issues of control cannot be
reduced to cognitive load. They include not only the
individual’s sense of being able to use the technology, but
also the sense of control that comes from knowing what
others are doing or have done with the same technology. It
appears that significant feedback is necessary if that sense
is to be maintained.’’ [35, p. 243].
Providing information that helps for mutual awareness
in interaction is a natural coordination strategy to people:
this is what Taylor calls the smartness of objects [42].
Designing such information explicitly into the interface to
support distributed multi-user interaction, has been pro-
posed by Erickson and Kellogg [58] in their Social
Translucence framework. The framework, originating from
Computer-Mediated Collaborative Work (CSCW) inter-
faces, describes through three constructs (visibility,
awareness, and accountability) how people use informa-
tion from their surroundings to judge what appropriate
behavior is. Visibility of information in an interface pro-
vides awareness of each other’s actions, the intentions
behind them, and the effect that interactions can have on
others. Because of this understanding of action and reaction
by all users, people feel accountable for their actions. So
by providing visibility of information, to create awareness
about the other users in the interface at the moment of
interaction, people can better estimate what impact their
adjustments will have on others. We argue that this strategy
is not only valuable in distributed interaction but also in
collocated interaction where people need to estimate
whether their behavior is appropriate. By providing the
right information at the right moment, insecurity of the user
will decrease, leading to better lighting conditions and
fewer conflicts.
5.3 Information requirements per conflict type
So in line with [41, 42, 58] we see a promising direction for
multi-user interaction in giving control and initiative to
users while supporting them with information about other
users. But what information is needed to estimate the
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appropriateness of a certain lighting adjustment? In the
studies that are presented in this paper, we identified three
types of lighting conflicts resulting from a difference in
preference, activity, or attitude. We can use these conflict
types to specify what information needs to be visualized in
the interface to create awareness and accountability among
all users.
5.3.1 Preference conflicts
Preference conflicts result from a difference in lighting
preference while performing the same activity. Preference
conflicts did not seem to have a large impact on the social
setting in our studies and were easy for users to resolve
through compromise. We found that usually the preferred
light setting of the person that wants to put effort into
adjusting the light is used. Therefore, the moment when a
user feels dissatisfied with the lighting condition and he/she
takes the initiative to adjust the light is when the infor-
mation about the other users needs to be provided.
We especially think that information about the motiva-
tion for the currently selected setting can help the user in
estimating what he/she is entitled to adjust, since what
adjustments others find appropriate depend highly on how
the current setting is valued and should remain unchanged.
One important indicator of that could be the effort that was
put into creating the light setting. For example, if the
current light setting was established by selecting a standard
preset, this took far less effort than when the current
lighting setting was established by selecting every indi-
vidual lamp and adjusting each of its parameters. So while
large adjustments to the preset are probably accepted (it has
been set with little effort and is easy to restore), adjust-
ments to the custom setting should be considered more
carefully. So sharing information about the process of
establishing the current setting could help in estimating the
extent to which adjustments are appropriate. This could
also be done more explicitly, by requesting users to indi-
cate during the interaction whether they would like the
setting to be left unchanged. Think, for example, of giving
the opportunity to shield, hide, or safeguard controls, so
that they are not directly accessible by the next user.
Another possibility is to give users information about the
current relevance of the previous setting. For example, by
communicating for how long a setting has been applied:
adjustments to a setting that has been applied hours ago
might be more acceptable than adjustments to a more
recent setting.
In contrast to presenting information about the currently
selected light setting, providing information about what
others might like regardless of whether they have set the
light previously or not, could also be an option. For
example, the color palettes that are generally used by other
users could be supplied. Or the interaction history of other
users in similar situations could be provided, to base the
decision for a new light setting upon.
5.3.2 Activity conflicts
Activity conflicts arise when people simultaneously engage
in different activities that have different lighting require-
ments. They are currently resolved by compromising in
light use or by synchronizing activities. Interfaces could
support compromising by informing people about the other
activities that are taking place in the room at the moment of
interacting with the light. For example, if presets are
labeled as activities as is often done, the selected preset
indicates the intention people have with the selected light
setting. Since the compromise strategies often look at pri-
orities of certain activities over others, adjustments to the
preset ‘‘watching TV’’ could be more acceptable than
adjustments to the ‘‘study’’ preset, for example. Another
way to present information about activities could be to
distribute interaction over the living room: when people
need to be in the area where adjustments are made, they
will automatically receive information about the context,
other people being present, and other activities taking
place. This contextual information could be transferred
again to a globally shared interface, which could present
which areas and lamps in the room are currently being
used.
Another possibility is to place responsibility for pre-
venting conflicts with the person that requires the light for a
certain activity, instead of with the person that is making
adjustments. For example, it could be possible to discon-
nect a particular lamp or area of the room, to make them
not respond to global adjustments. In this way, the person
requiring this specific light could prevent unwanted chan-
ges and conflicts to happen. Since anticipation to changing
activities seems to be important to activity conflicts (if an
activity only takes a little while, people might not be
bothered with less optimal lighting conditions, while for
longer activities another compromise might be more suit-
able), the disconnection could be linked to a certain amount
of time, for example.
5.3.3 Attitude conflicts
Attitude conflicts are the result of differences in what value
is given to, e.g., lighting quality and energy consumption.
These conflicts seem to be most difficult to resolve. We
believe that interfaces could play a role in raising aware-
ness of the difference in attitude and understanding of each
other’s arguments. For example, energy data could be
visualized to make a more informed decision: maybe, a
dim light to brighten up dark corners does not consume as
386 Pers Ubiquit Comput (2017) 21:371–389
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much energy as expected. Or maybe turning off the bright
hallway light saves so much energy that leaving it on seems
more of a waste. Also, people could actively indicate their
preferred balance between energy consumption and light-
ing quality and with this indication, influence the maxi-
mum values for, e.g., brightness levels or timers.
The only moment we really observed contention about
light use was in situations where one person (in our
examples the less energy aware partner) forgot to turn off
the lights when leaving the house. While this is strictly not
a conflict, it seems to be much related to the attitude dif-
ference creating attitude conflicts. Lighting interfaces
could remind people of turning off the light when they
leave the house, e.g., by becoming more present when
people leave the room, or by presenting the option to turn
off every lamp in the home in the hallway.
We have presented a perspective on lighting interface
design, describing how presenting socially relevant infor-
mation about the other users of a system could support
interaction. Based upon the three types of lighting conflicts,
concrete examples of information types were given. We see
the perspective as a starting point for the design of a new
generation of multi-user interfaces for domestic lighting
systems.
6 Conclusions
The work presented in this paper brings a new perspective
on multi-user interaction with domestic connected lighting
systems, based on a better understanding of real-life con-
flict situations. We argue that multi-user interaction should
build upon natural ways in which people handle conflicts in
their everyday routines, in order to make the interaction fit
into social context. To inform strategies for multi-user
interaction with domestic connected lighting systems, we
have presented insights resulting from two studies: one on
conflicts on lighting in the home environment and one on
social resolution strategies in family living rooms. The
results from the studies suggest that there are different
types of conflicts, resulting from a difference in preference,
activity, or attitude. We also found that people are very
able to (unaware) avoid conflicts even in situations where
conflicts are provoked. Often, they do so by not adjusting
the light at all.
Based on these insights, we defined a perspective on
multi-user interaction in conflict situations. We confirmed
the importance of explicit user control, to not create con-
flicts that are already resolved. Also, instead of focusing on
the existence of a conflict, systems and their interfaces
should focus on providing the user with the confidence to
interact. To help people in using connected lighting
systems to their full, interactive, flexible, and dynamic
potential, interfaces need to assure users that interactions
are socially accepted. This assurance can be given by
presenting the user with information about the acceptance
of a lighting change by the other users, through the inter-
face. We have demonstrated how the insights into different
types of real-life lighting conflicts can be used to define
what information needs to be visualized in the interface.
This combination of a deeper understanding of lighting
conflicts and a perspective on lighting interface design is a
starting point to design better multi-user interfaces for
domestic lighting systems.
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